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After carefully analyzing the findings and their implication, the writer encourages herself to propose the summary and a number of suggestions of the study.

5.1 Summary

The conducive and secure atmosphere as well as teacher's comprehensible input are intensively substantial in guaranteeing the success of the early learners in acquiring the target language, unfortunately teachers are often unaware of the pre-eminence of these qualities. Owing to the fact, they are likely to dominate the classroom talk which consequently causes pupils to be less active.

Interested in examining how the teacher provides comprehensible input and creates modified interaction in elementary English classes, the writer has conducted this study. The fourth year of class A of SD Katolik Santa Theresia II Surabaya, along with their teacher, were taken as the subjects of this study.

The data of the study were obtained by recording the classroom discourse. Next, the writer transcribed and analyzed them based on the Seventeen - Category System proposed by Amy Tsui Bik-may (1985) with a slight modification as proposed by Widjojo (1988), i.e. the inclusion of the column of the number of occurrences or the percentages of Indonesian utterances.
The findings of the analysis lead to the following conclusions:

1. The interaction in the class was mostly dominated by the teacher's asking question. The pupils were only given few opportunities to actively interact among themselves.

2. The domination of the teacher during the Teaching Learning Process has consequently caused the pupils to perform themselves less actively as most of the time has been occupied by the teacher.

3. The pupils' ability to supply immediate output is closely connected with the teacher's repeating and translating the utterances in their mother tongue.

4. The writer was unable to discover any illustration strategies in defining meanings to the young learners except the teacher's repeating and translating the utterances due to the simplicity of the language used.

5.2 Suggestions

Finally, the writer encourages herself to propose several suggestions dealing with the study.

1. The teaching to young learners should implement more various language input and interaction by involving so that the class will not run monotonously which is likely going to bore the pupils them interactively in the activities.

2. The teaching to young learners, especially in elementary schools are supposed work harder to create a lively and interactive atmosphere, which enables the learners to acquire the target language more effectively. In this respect, the using of medias are likely advisable.
3. The teaching to young learners is highly recommended to provide opportunities to young learners to express themselves freely.

4. The teaching to young learners should be focused on the language input. It means that the input delivered should clear and understandable enough for the pupils to digest; consequently, it is a must for teachers to investigate and estimate the level of the language proficiency of the pupils.

5. In order to overcome the problem, the teaching to young learners is expected to give comprehensible input in the form of explanations, informations and questions that interactively challenge them to be more dynamically involved in the discussion.

At the end, since this study was limited to time and samples, the writer is not fully in the position to judge that the findings of this study are generally applicable to all elementary schools. Therefore, it is suggested that similar researches are to be further conducted by using broader data so that the result can be more accurately generalized to a larger population.
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